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ABSTRACTt The advantages of having a regularly sU"Uctured

interconnection are many-fold, and they have been
In this work, we present the design and proven time and again in their being incorporated in

implementation of a Routing Engine for Hypercycle- many recent designs [2,5,6, 7,8,11,12]. In these
based interconnection Networks. Hypercycles, is a class structures, easy deadlock-free routing [3] can be
of multidimensional graphs, which are generalizations accomplished by locally computing each successive
of the n-cube. These graphs are obtained by allawing intermediate node -for a path that originates at a source
each dimension to incorporate more than two elements node and terminates at a destination node- as a function
and a cyclic interconnection strategy. Hypercycles, offer of the current position and the desired destination.
simple routing, and the ability, given a fixed degree, to Many regular problems (such as the ones found in
chose among a number of alternative size graphs. These image processing, physics etc.) have been mapped on
graphs can be used in the design of interconnection such regular structures, and run on the corresponding
networks for distributed systems tailored specifically to machines exhibiting significant speedups.
the topology of a panicular application. For routing, In contrast, embedded reaJ-time applications [6, 7],
we have adopted a circuit switching back-track-to-the- tend to exhibit variable Structures that do not

origin-and-retry strategy, whereupon paths that block necessarily map optimally to an n-cube. In addition,
at intermediate nodes are abandoned, and a new attempt since the size of a binary n-cube is given as 2n , it
is made. Intermediate nodes are chosen al random at means that a particular configuration cannot be
each point from among the ones that form the shonest expanded but in predefined quantum steps. This
paths from a source to a destination. Simulation results constitutes a significant increase in resource allocation,
have established lhe performance for a variely of especially in power-mass limited environments.

configurations. H)'percycles, because of the richness of Hypercycles [7 ,4] can be considered as products of
their conncctivily, exhibil superior performance as "basic" graphs thal allow a rich sel of componenl
compared to Hypercubes both in terms of throughpul "basic" graphs ranging in complexily from simple
and in terms of matching lhe size/topology rings to the fully connected ones.
requirements of an application. The Hypercycles, being regular graphs, retain the

advantages of easy routing and regularity .Yet, since we
INTRODUCTIO~ are dealing with a class, rather than isolated graphs, we
Message passing concurrent computers such as the have the flexibilily of adopting any panicular graph

Hypercube [5, 11], Cosmic Cube [81, MAX[6, 7], (from. the class? th.al closely malChes the requirements
consist of several processing nodes that interact via of a given appllcauon.
messages exchanged over communication channels
linking these nodes into one functional entity. MIXE~ RAD~X NUMBER. SYST~M ..

There are many ways of interconnecting the The mixed rad~ repres~.tauon [1], ~ a ~sIuonal
computational nodes, the Hypercube, Cosmic Cube, number representauon, and It IS a generalIzauon of the
the Connection Machine [12] elc. having adopted a the ~~ndard b-base ~epresentation,. in thal it allows each
regular interconnection pattern corresponding to a posIUon to follow Its own base Independently of the
binary n-dimensional cube, while MAX adopts a less other. ...
structured, yel unspecified topology. Given a decimal number M factored mlo r factors

..as M = m 1 x m 2 x m 3.x ...x m r lhen any
t ThIS work ha... bcen supponed by lhe Natural Sciences numbcr O .5 X .5 M-I can be represented as
and Engineering Research Council Canada. under grant

(X ) I h-= X1x 2 ...x were
#OOPOOOl337 and by the Institute for Robotics and m I m 2 ...m , r ml m2 ...m,

lntelligent Syslerns ORIS) 0 .5 xi .5 (mi -J) ; i = J,2, r and the xi'S are
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chosen so that X = LXj Wj where

j=l 00 02

Mw -
j -mlm2...mi

10 12

HYPERCYCLES.
An r- dimensional Hypercycle, is the following regular

undirected graph. aP = { N P 1: P } where N P 20 22
.m m' m m

(N mP = {0.1.2 ,M-1 } ) is the set of nodes, 1: mP
30 32

1 I. 111
the set of edges, m =m1.m2,m3 ,mr a mixed radix, a. Hypercycle ~ 3 b. Bmary 3-cube Gm

P = P I'P 2 'Pr ; p. 5 mi 12 the connectivity vector ,
1

detennining the connectivity in each dimension which :- ~-
ranges from a ring (Pi =1 ) to fully connected
(Pi = L mi 12 J ). ..

Given a, .8 E N ~ then (a, .8 ) E 1: ~ if and -\

I
only if there exists 1 5 j 5 r such that: -, !

.8j = (aj i: ~j )modmj with 1 ~~j ~ Pj. : .I
anda.= .8..i* J.lif i fI I' ., ~

The n-cube is a Hypercycle, with -,,-
M = 2 x2 x...x2 = 2 n and P =1,1,1,...,1.

.11 ~
ROUTI~G c. kIV~B d Rng ~

Hypercycles, have routing properties that are similar to
those of the n-cube. Given nodes
(a) = a ] a2 a a and Figure I. Examples of Hypercycles

mJ m2 ...mi ...mr I r

(a*)
m m m m = a ] a2 ~...ar ' a walk, from

J 2... r
node a to node a*, can be constructed as follows:
a 1a2...a a .a la2...~I...a .a la2...~2 a ,

I r r r

a1a2...~...a .such that§
r

(~ji+pi)modm. if [(~-~ji)modmi=I~i..~I»Pi (a)

(~h+1~i.';1mod Pj) mod mi if [(;-;h)modmj=I~i.,;I»Pj andl~j;';lmodpj*O (b)

~j;+I= (~j;-pj)modmj if [(;j;-;)modm;=I~j;,;ll>pj (c)

(~i.-I~i.';lmodpj)modmj if [(~i.-~)modmi=l~ji';I»pj andl~i..~lmodpj*O (d)

~ if I~j; .~ISPi (e)

~o = at ;ma.x = ~ Eqn. I.

Equation I. defines all the minimum-Iength paths
from a source to a destination in a single dimension.
Par1.S (a), and (c) constitUte a greedy strategy where the
maximum step towards the destination is taken. Par1.S
(b) and (d) form altcmate paths by allowing the step

t We define la. bl = mln { (a -b)modmj .(b -a)modmj } described in part (e) to be taken earlier. Observe that

.



lhere is only one slep of lenglh smaller lhan lhe alre4dy be allocated to some other path. After excluding
maximum, and when il is taken il is guaranlred thal the all the allocaled ports, we selecl one of the remaining
remaining sleps will be maximal. This is because free ports al random. The subsequenllink in the path is

then established lhrough the selecled porl, and the
1(~ :t I~ ' ~ I modp ) mod m , ~ I modp = 0 procedure repeats itself unlil the deslinalion is reached,li I, .I. or no free ports could be found. If no free ports arc lO

Given an origin (a) = aJ a2...a and a be found al an inlermediale node in the path, then a
..ml m2 ...m, r ..brealc is relumed to the origin (through the already

desunal1on (,8 )ml m2 ...m, = fi J fi2...fir then diSl1ncl established parlial palh lO lhe blocking node), lhe

walks of minimum lenglh lhal connect lhem are partial path is dissolved, and a new allempl for the
COnstrucled according by se.quenlially modifying the creation of the required path is initialed. The backtrack-
source address, each time substituting a source digil by to-the-origin-and-retry routing is a type of two-phase
an intermediale walk digit determined according to locking [10], where as resources we consider the

equalion 1, until the destinalion is formed. The various links necessary for the completion of the
following walk connecls source to destination. source-to-destination circuit
source = al a2 a3 ...ar; al ~I a3 ...ar; al.;1 We have used ExtendTMt to construct a simulalor

1.11 ...a capable of simulating any Hypercycle based nelwork.I r Simulation resulls depicting the average delay in

a I ~ 2 1.11 I ...a r; a I.; 2 1.11 2 ...a r; ...; a I.; 2 fi 3 forming a circuil and transmilting a message for

...ar;...; various hypercycles .are depicled in fig. 2.
fi I {12 fi3 ...{1r = destination

If only the greedy strategy is followed, the so formed "0 (33)-omensoonal Hypercycle
paths are called greedy JXllhs. -+- 3-d,mensoonal Dnary cube

Figure I a., gives an example of two distincl paths.. 4-dlmenslonal Dnary cut)e
of equal minimum length thal connect a source to a -0- 4-dlmensoonal Dna'Y cube !..(e<ube rou[ln~) desnnal1on, for a Hypercycle.

>
m

~DEADLOCK A VOIDANCE I~ ROUTI~G. '0
~Deadlocks may occur easily in cases where the

segments thal form the circuil connecting a source to a
deslinalion are chosen al random. Certain rouling / 1 r
algorithms (e.g. virtual channels, e-cube routing [3]) ~
prevenl deadlocks by ordering the resources (channels)
lO be allocaled. Thus a lower order resource cannOl be

commined if a needed higher order resource cannol be .01 1
obtained. The disadvantage of this approach in an ollerea load
inlerconnection network is that illimits the number of
paths connecting a source to a destination to exaclly
one, even. though several alternate free paths may exist Figure 2. Delay vs. offered load for the 4-cube using
al a parl1cui~ mOmenl. For Hy~rcycles, we ~ave backtrack-to-the-origin and e-cube routing. The offered

adopled.a.rOUl1ng stralegy w.here deadlocks are avold.ed load is normalized to the capacity of the netWork. The
by. r.C<lumng a blocked partIal path to backtrack to Its delay is normalized to the message transmission time.
ongIn and retry .

The performance of the backtrack-to-the-<>rigin-and-
BACKTRACK.TO-THE-ORIGI~.A~D-RETRY retry for both binary cubes and hypercycles of similar

ROUTING sizes, is clearly superior to that of the e-cube. This is
For H)'Percycle-based interconnection networks, altributed lO the facl that the backtrack-lo-the-.0rig.in-

because of the exislence of cycles in each dimension, .and-retry can ~se altemallve paths to the desunal1on
lhe use of an e-cube type rouling thal prevenls mslead of the single path allotted by the e-cube r?uung.
deadlocks, is impossible. We have adopted instead a Generally, syslem throughput and delay are funcuons of
deadlock avoiding routing stralegy. According to our bolh average distance and the average number of

backtrack-to-the-origin-and-retry routing we identify, at alternate paths between any tWo nodes.
each node, all nodes that can be used for the
continualion of the path. For all such identified nodes, HYPERCYCLE ROL'TI~G E~GI~E ..
we also identify the corresponding ports that can be The func~onality of the b.acktrack-lO-l?e-O:lgIn-
used in-order to continue the path. Since several paths and-retry as discussed above, Includes rOUl1ng In the
may be forming in parallel, some of these ports may

t Exlend is a trademark of Imagine That inc.



forward dire{:tion as well as backtracking, and message the destination address found in the message to the
request management. These functions can be partitioned router, which finds a valid port for the continuation of
into two components. The first component (the router) the message's route. If the router cannot find an
implements the forward routing complete with the available port, the message is considered blocked, the
random sele{:tion of one of the available channels and controller decides on a backoff according to the
the detection of a blocked route. The second component established policy and proceeds with the next message.
(the controller) implements the remaining functionality If a valid port is obtained, then the controller configures
which includes backoff policies, and message the switch so that the port through which the message

managemenL arrived is connected to the sele{:ted outgoing port, and
A general structure of the envisioned system is thus the message is forwarded to the subsequent nOOe of

given in Fig. 3. its route.

In this work, we are presenting our
implementation of the router component.

Fig. 4 gives a block diagram of an r-dimensional
Memory CPU Hypercycle router. As it can be seen, we are

implementing our router as a system having four
modules, namely the Destination Address Register, the
Next Port Generators, the Port Validator and the Port
Sele{:tor comprising a Valid Port Counter, the Random

BUS Number Generator and an r out of k Sele{:tor...

Destination Address Register

01 /3
c
.0 (/)
0>--'-
=:1 0

Oc.. ~
Universal -.Next Por1

Controller Switch r Generator
~ p 1 Dimension ,

Router t~ 1- ::~~a~~ato~ -0-

Incoming: :

Ports: Por1 :
1 Counter .
II
II
II

Routing Engine: :
1 Random I

: Number Selector :
Figure 3. The structure of a hypercycle system's 1 Generator .

~" 1 .
nlAJe. 1 ,

~ I
As it can be seen, messages arrive at the node 4 ° ° °

!through the incoming ports or are generated by the node AvailablePons , Next Por1

titself. During routing, only the header of a message Pon Selector
participates in the establishment of the route, while the NO-Port5-Available
body of the message is queued at the originating node Destination-Reached
and awaits the completion of a route to its destination
before it is transmitted. In the ensuing discussion, we .
are using the term message to mean its header for the Fig~re 4. Bl.ock .diagram .of the. Hy.pcrcycl~ routJng
route establishment and the complete message during engIne. Rouung In each dimension IS done In parallel.

transmission. Messages are intercepted by the The destination address is used by the Next-Port
controller, which queues them. The controller passes Generator to generate all possible pons that could be



used in continuing thc path tn thc required destinatio
Subsequently, the POI1 Validalor masks Out the po
wbich are currently used by other paths Finally,Th
POI1 Selector, selects at random one of thc validat
ports which is then used to continue the circuit toward
the required destinatioQ

For the nlndom number gene",tor, we use a mix
congruential random number generator of the for

r.,,=(r.+c)l?10d2"-I, with C being an additiv
parameter, 10 generate 16-bit nlndom numbers For an
bypercycle, the number of the ports available for th
continuation of any given rOute varies depending on th
traffic and the route itself. Therefore, in order 10 selec
at random an appropriate pol1, we rITst obtain th
number k of valid ports which can be used for th
extension of the route, and then the order of the pol1
be selected is determined as rn modk +I with rn
being a 16-bit nlndom number generated by the mix
congruential random number generator as discuss
above We have implemented a modk extractor fo
16-bit numbers (n = 16) and k = 2 through 10 Th
area-time complexity of of the extraclOr is calculated t
be O (PO logpo ) with PO = r nlk l The selecto

implements a binary search method with an area
complexity of O (n (/ogn )2) and time complexity of O

«/ogn )2) (9t

IMPLEME~TATIO~
We bave completed the implementation [9] of a 16

pol1 4-dimensional router in NTE's 12~ CMOS4S
Our design has been fabricated by CMC Statistics of
the fabricated component are given in TABLE c

The structure of the component including the
internal registers is presented in fig 5 while its pin
configuration is presented in fig 6 The mask of the
fabricated component is presented in fig 7

The router includes eight 16-bit registers used to
hold the configuration parameters as well as the
destination address and the currently available ports
The configuration parameters include the address of the

node, the mixed radix vector m =mi ,m2,m3"mr ,
the connectivity vec!or p = p J,P2""Pr ' the seed for

the nlndom number generalOr, the additive tenn for the
random number generator, the pol1 population per
dimension, and the pol1 offsets per dimensioQ A 16-bit
bidirectional bus (1/0<0-15> J is used in order to load or
read the registers. The Valid POrt'S address is !0 be
found on the pol1 bus (PORT<O-5>J

The component operates either in a load Of execute
mode In the load mode, the registers can be read or
written, while in the execute mode, a valid port is
found and is reported on the port bus. The
configuration (CONFIG) mode (MODE) and select (A
B C) signals are used to control the operation of the

componenL



~e pre~ented i~ TABLE II. The~c agree with our We are curTently in the process of designing the
simulations which predicted maximum propagatio-:1 accompanying controller, and wc are proceeding with
delays of the order of 50ns. further studies of the performance of h)'JJCrcycles with

respect to alternative routing policies.
CO~CLUSIO~S
In this work, we presented our implementation of a T ABLE II.

router to be used in the routing engines of Hypercycle- Chip No. Set-Up Hold l..£nj Execute
based concurrent systems. Such systems are ideal as Time Time Cvcle Cycle
embedded systems because of their ability to be} 3.9 ns 52.0 ns 5.9 ns 38 ns
configured t~ match the r~uire~ents of the application. 4 4. } ns 2.0 ns 6. } ns 40 ns

Our design was fabncated In the 1.2 ~ CMOS4S
process, and exhibits excellent performance, achieving
in excess of 20 million routing decisions per second.
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Figure 5. The structure of the Hypercycle Router .
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